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Image engine by Klaus Eppele from Fotolia.com Getting 150,000 or 200,000 miles from a modern vehicle is increasingly common. When an engine starts to clutter, motorists may be puzzled by the decision to replace it or buy a new car. The replacement cost depends on the production and model of the car. Some high-performance
engines can cost over $9,000, starting in 2010. For many jobs, $1,000 to $2,000 is a decent benchmark expectation for a motorist to have before a mechanic gives the formal quote. If an engine is worn, the steering column and other structural elements are most likely not far behind. Consumers should always consider the potential costs
of everything before deciding to preserve the life of the car with an engine replacement. Most manufacturers have 100,000-mile guarantees on new vehicles because modern engines last longer with proper maintenance. Many replacement engines are guaranteed for a period of use between six and 12 months. Action Auto Wreckers,
based in New York, advertises a number of replacement engines. Many BMW engines are in the $3,000 range. Some Honda engines from the mid-1990s can be replaced for several hundred dollars. A 90s model Dodge pickup engine is listed for $1,200. All figures are as of 2010. We see bridges, buildings and highways every day, but
have you ever wondered how these structures are designed and built? These civil engineering articles help explain this same question. Manufacturers, architects and construction companies depend on estimates of electrical engineering costs to determine electricity costs for new and existing buildings or structures. Estimates of electrical
engineering costs study designs to assess the number of electrical components and the amount of wiring required for projects. They then use computer software and mathematical models to calculate electrical costs. Their salaries can vary greatly depending on the state or district. The average annual salary for an electrical engineering
cost estimator was $67,000 as of 2013, according to labor site Simply Hired. The minimum educational requirement for this job is an engineering degree or a related order. Some employers may also prefer to hire those who have one or more years of experience in estimating electrical engineering costs. Other essential qualifications for
work include attention to detail and physical endurance and analytical, communication, resource management, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills. In 2013, average salaries for they varied the most in the South, according to Simply Hired, where they made the most in Washington, D.C., and the least in Mississippi - $106,000 and
$52,000, respectively. Those in the Midwest earned $52,000 to $71,000 a year in South Dakota and Minnesota, respectively. Estimates of electrical engineering costs earned $54,000 to $76,000 in Montana and respectively, which represented the lowest and highest salaries in the West. In the Northeast, they did the low in Maine and
most in Massachusetts at $60,000 and $81,000, respectively. While Simply Hired reported salaries of $67,000 for electrical engineering cost estimators in 2013, all cost estimators earned average salaries of $63,080 as of May 2012, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Electrical engineering cost estimators can earn more than
other cost estimators because more technical skills are needed to estimate electrical costs. In addition to estimating electrical costs, some cost estimators evaluate costs for raw materials and labor. Cost estimators' salaries were higher in the oil and gas extraction industry at $93,240. Those working in non-residential construction
averaged $69,930 a year. By comparison, electrical engineers earned average annual salaries of $91,810, according to 2012 BLS data. Bls estimates a 37% increase in employment for cost estimators, including electricity engineering cost estimators, between 2010 and 2020, which is almost three times the national rate of 14%. Increased
employment in the construction sector, particularly for bridges, subways, roads and airports, is likely to create most jobs for cost estimates, including those estimating electricity costs. Massachusetts Institute of Technology Overview Massachusetts Institute of Technology offers a high-level ABET accredited degree in Civil Engineering.
This program is our first choice for a reason - it offers a wide range of basic civil engineering courses that prepare students with a strong fundamental knowledge of the sustainability of existing facilities and future design. MIT engages students in groundbreaking research and practical experience. The program's feature classes at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology are taught and developed by industry leaders. Students will work in state-of-the-art research laboratories, such as the Parsons Laboratory and pierce laboratory, to conduct classroom studies such as: Computer programming for scientific and engineering applications Multivariate Data Analysis Senior
Civil and Environmental Engineering Design Multiscale Characterization of Materials Project Evaluation and Management Principles of Energy and Water Sustainability Resource Systems Notables Mit research and training programs are designed to equip students to serve the nation as professionals , scholars, academic leaders and
entrepreneurs. Students work addressing key issues affecting infrastructure, the environment and systems. For this reason (and many others), MIT is a highly respected institution, earning the title of the fifth best university in the country, according to U.S. News and World Report. Stanford University Overview The Bachelor of Science in
Civil Civil at Stanford University combines superior research with basic engineering education. Students of this program have the opportunity to specialize in structures and constructions, or environmental and water studies. These specializations train students to work effectively as critical professionals on their own or in teams. After
graduating from this program, students are ready to enter the workforce directly, or to enter other bachelor's degree programs at Stanford. Program features In addition to the course specializations listed above, Stanford also offers students the opportunity to diversify by taking courses in interdisciplinary fields such as Earth Systems, Huan
Biology, and Urban Studies. Other courses required include: Intro to Solid Mechanics Environmental Science and Technology Managing Sustainable Building Projects Materials Mechanics Geotechnical Engineering Computations in Civil and Environmental Engineering Rivers, Streams, and Canals Legal Principles in Design, Construction,
and Project Delivery Notables Research at Stanford is critical, both working to advance civil and environmental professions, and preparing students for future careers in these fields. Students conduct research specifically focused on engineering for sustainability. This is conducted in multimillion-dollar facilities such as the National Science
Foundation-supported Engineering Research Center for Re-inventing the Nation's Urban Water Infrastructure. The university also has a study program abroad that allows students to apply concepts learned on campus to international settings. Princeton University Overview Princeton's Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
allows students to focus on five different sub-floors, including studies in Architecture, Environment, Geology, Facilities, or the Liberal Arts. The university places a strong emphasis on independent research that requires seniors to complete a one-year thesis project. Sophomores and young people are also encouraged to participate in
integrated research and development. Features of the program In addition to the basic courses undertaken at the university, students also participate in cooperative research and education at institutions both on and off campus. These institutes include the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, as well as the Woodrow Wilson
School for Public and International Affairs. International internships, studies abroad and independent study opportunities are also available. Students will engage in classes such as: Environmental Engineering Fundamentals I: Atmospheric and Surface Processes Environmental Engineering Fundamentals II: Surface and Subsurface
Processes Introduction to probability in Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences Large-scale structure design: Buildings Introduction to finite finite element methods Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering Notables The Princeton faculty consists of twenty-six Nobel laureates. Seventy-six per cent of the faculty at the university are
senior lecturers, contributing to a relationship between a student and the faculty. This contributes to a high level of student success and involvement; In fact, twenty-two Princeton students have received the Rhodes Scholars Award badge in the last decade. Students at the University of California-Berkeley Overview At the University of
California at Berkeley receive practical education and leadership development, preparing them for work anywhere in the world. A vast and proud network of university alumni has gained distinction by working on projects such as Levi's Stadium, the Golden Gate Bridge, and petronas towers in Malaysia. As a result, civil engineering
programs are ranked second in the country by U.S. News and World Report, and the Department of Engineering as a whole is in first place. Features of the Program With fifty prodigious members of the faculty full-time, the U.C. Berkeley Department of Civil Engineering prepares students for leadership in the profession. While seventy-five
per cent of its graduates go directly to the workforce, with a very high placement rate, the rest enter advanced studies in civil and environmental engineering. Degree courses include: Introduction to Computer Programming for Scientists and Engineers Linear Algebra and Differential Equations Thermodynamics Transportation Systems
Engineering Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering Foundation Engineering Design Design of Cyber-Physical Systems Notables Studying in the San Francisco Bay Area allows students world-class opportunities to engage in innovative engineering projects and professional development. In addition, campus civil and
environmental engineering labs are among the best in the nation. All students, not just graduate students, receive a kind of hand on research education. Georgia Institute of Technology Overview Georgia Institute of Technology's Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering not only prepares students for professional practice, but also
contributes to society in many influential ways. Graduates work in planning and design, construction, research, maintenance, law, banking, and many other fields. With a huge body of alumni of more than 11,000 living members, the institute proudly hosts the statistics of one in ten former civil engineering students who serves as company
founders, CEOs or presidents. Features of the program University students can choose to specialize in a chosen track or study an engineering curriculum Generalized. Fields of study include construction management, environmental systems, geotechnical systems, structural systems and transport systems. Georgia Tech, Tech, in Atlanta,
provides students with studies in the number one city in the United States for engineers. Regardless of the track chosen, students will take lessons such as: Computing Multivariable Calculus Differential Dynamics Fluid Mechanics Notables The main structure dedicated to engineering studies at the institute, the Jesse W. Mason Building,
is known as the school's heartbeat and receives significant funding and resources. Students have access to eighteen workstations for plug-and-play computers, educational workshops for geotechnical engineering and building materials, and group project rooms with glass panels. Students also have access to living research labs like the
O.O. Lamar Allen Sustainable Education Building, which promotes the importance of the relationship between technology and the environment, and the Laboratory of Structural and Materials Engineering. An overview of Harvard University At Harvard, the scientific engineering program exists within the liberal arts environment. The
curriculum emphasizes both scientific and mathematical analysis, along with a heavy core in general topics so that students can succeed in integrative areas of the field. Students work to apply engineering concepts to real-world problems and to use cutting-edge technologies. Program Features Faculty at Harvard University are among the
most distinct in the field, with eighteen active members of the National Academy of Engineering, and nineteen who are members of the National Academy of Sciences. Faculty teach a series of research and theory-based courses for students, including: Statistical inference for scientists &amp; engineers expansion series &amp; ordinary
complex analysis &amp; partial equations differential programming systems &amp; Machine Organization Mechanics &amp; Materials Engineering Physics &amp; Chemistry Notables In addition to a large body of qualified teaching staff, Harvard also boasts an impressive endowment of 1.2 billion dollars. In addition, the university has over
$46.8 million dedicated exclusively to sponsored research, allowing all students - not just graduate students - in civil engineering to lead real life, project-based learning, and research. Columbia University Overview Columbia is the fifth oldest university in the United States, with an active and robust civil engineering program offered since
1868. The department is one of the oldest in the country, originally offering courses through the School of Mines. The department continues to produce successful alumni who hold executive, technical and educational positions in engineering industries and schools around the world. Features of the program Program students have access
to a wide range of courses, many of which prepare for both career success and graduate studies. Recommended and elective courses include: Hydrosystems Engineering Engineering for Developing Communities Sustainable Water Water and Reuse Urban Ecology Studio Independent Studies in Flight Sciences Independent Studies in
Environmental Engineering Civil Engineering Reports The Art of Structural Design Notables Columbia University continues to offer a number of interdisciplinary research and development opportunities for students. The Institute of Flight Structures is offered within the department that trains students in aerospace and aeronautics-aspects
of structural analysis and design. The National Center for Infrastructure Studies brings together industrial and government initiatives to enable students to practice the tools and knowledge they need to address infrastructure issues. The university also hosts an active chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers, a pre-professional
organization that helps students find scholarships and part-time and full-time jobs. Carnegie Mellon University Overview Carnegie Mellon's engineering programs are highly classified and widely accredited, with the bachelor's degree in civil engineering ranked twelfth across the country. Students are encouraged and assisted in
independent research, internships and study programmes abroad. Many students also choose to diversify their studies by doing double work in fields such as biomedical engineering and engineering and public policy. Features of the program In addition to a popular degree in civil engineering, the college also offers programs in chemistry,
electrical and computer, mechanics and materials science and engineering. This wide range of offerings exposes students to a wide range of courses, including: Principles of Computer Integration and Approximation Solid Mechanics Soil Mechanics Environmental Engineering Project Management for Construction Structural Design
Special Topics: Fundamental Concepts of Structural Mechanics Notables The curriculum in Civil Engineering at Carnegie Mellon is highly diverse, allowing students to pursue areas of personal interest. Students work carefully with a close academic advisor to develop meaningful experiences that emphasize design, teamwork, and hands-
on experience in labs. Students attend courses that emphasize environmental sustainability and understanding of the evolution of technology. Students attend different courses in computer methods and also engage in programs that prepare them for other professional fields, such as business, law or medicine. Cornell University
Overview's civil engineering program emphasizes leadership and good business decision-making. Many graduates of this program go to take leadership roles in established companies or even to start their own business. The University some of the best engineers in the country, and provides the opportunity to specialize in one or more
industries, including civil infrastructure, transportation engineering, environmental fluid hydrology, or water resources, and others. Features of the program In addition to a degree in Civil Engineering, the school also offers master's degrees in civil and environmental engineering, along with one in engineering management. University-level
courses prepare students for both goals, offering classes such as: Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering Statics and Mechanics of Solids Engineering Computation Remote Sensing for Environmental Resource Inventory Coastal Engineering Case Studies in Environmental Fluid Mechanics Retaining Structures and Slopes
Laboratory Research in Environmental Engineering Notables The university also offers a wide variety of community activities, such as the award-winning student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers. This group sponsors community service projects and participation in national competitions. The student group has won
numerous awards in competitions such as the construction of steel bridges or concrete canoes. The chapter also hosts intramural teams, outings and study sessions for the professional civil engineering license exam. Dartmouth College Overview The Bachelor's in Civil Engineering in Dartmouth prepares students for professional practice
and professional success. Dartmouth civil engineering students have access to higher student resources, including over two hundred computer workstations. Freshmen are immediately introduced to computer science and basic training on all systems is available free of charge to students. Students also have access to powerful computers
with software specializing in the civil engineering lab. These computers include software typically used for modern computer-aided design. Features of the Program With a student-faculty ratio of only sixteen to one, Dartmouth students have close access to some of the world's best instructors. The campus offers over eighty different
university programs, allowing the opportunity to engage in interdisciplinary learning, while receiving in-depth theoretical knowledge of civil engineering. Classes include: Civil Engineering Design Graphics Engineering Mechanics II: Dynamics Differential Equations Fluid Mechanics Lab Soil Mechanics Engineering Economy Notables
Faculty members are heavily involved in externally funded grants and research projects, allowing students to work together on some of the world's most cutting-edge projects. Many students have applied for internships at institutions such as the Massachusetts Military Reserve, treatment plants, and consulting firms. Students also have
the opportunity to participate in student organizations such as the American Society of Engineers, the National Society of Professional Engineers and the Society of Women Engineers. These organizations allow students to network with students from other schools, schools, published in monthly magazines and gain access to exclusive
career opportunities, internships and scholarships. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Overview The Civil Engineering Department of the Polytechnic Of Virginia offers a wide range of studies in all major aspects of practice, including construction engineering, land development, and transportation. Students are held by a
devoted faculty group, nine of whom hold chair, and six of whom are members of the National Academy of Engineering or the National Academy of Construction. With almost a relationship between a student and the faculty, students receive the utmost attention and practical advice. Program Features Virginia Tech emphasizes experiential
learning and future-focused research. The campus offers an inclusive, proud culture and a body of alumni that cultivates an environment for learning. Classes required include: Civil and Environmental Engineering Measurements Civil Engineering Drawings and CAD Construction Management Introduction to Land Development Design
Fluid Mechanic for Civil and Environmental Engineering Water Resources Engineering Theory of Structures Design of Steel Structures Notables The program is one of the best finishers in the nation, with the 9th best degree program in civil engineering according to the 2016 U.S. News and World Report. Because the campus is located in
Washington's capital, D.C., students have exclusive access to some of the best and most influential career and internship opportunities in the country. Vanderbilt University Overview Vanderbilt University School of Engineering is internationally acclaimed for its research and scholarship efforts. Faculties share skills with students from all
disciplines to address four research initiatives, including health and medicine, energy and natural resources, safety, and entertainment. The university has strong partnerships with neighboring institutions, partner schools, and the community. Centrally located near Nashville, Tennessee, the university benefits from its proximity to a city
named one of the fifteen best American cities for work and family, according to Fortune magazine. The program's functional courses are broad-based and taught exclusively by faculty members who are world leaders in engineering, not just teaching assistants. Students go beyond basic technical expertise to establish the necessary
foundations for lifelong learning and success in industry, law, government, academia and research. The courses required include: Sustainable design in civil engineering methods of ordinary differential equations Transport Transport systems Engineering Structural analysis Strength and engineering materials Risk, Reliability &amp;
Resilience Engineering Water Resources Engineering Construction Dignita' Dignita' Project Summer school research program for university students. This approach allows students to integrate educational experiences between academic departments and gain close contact with teachers and industries. Students can search for individual
areas of interest and customize their programs to suit different interests and career plans. In addition, Vanderbilt manages the Consortium for Risk Assessment with stakeholder participation, a program that works to promote the strategic and effective cleaning of nuclear plant waste sites. Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus
Location University Park, PA Overview Pennsylvania State University offers an outstanding civil engineering program on its main campus. It was founded in 1881 and continues to be internationally recognized for its efforts to increase and improve student opportunities for discovery and engagement. Most students continue to succeed and
high-income positions in the workforce, while others continue their studies right at Penn State. All of the university's undergraduate programs are ranked among the top twenty-five nationally by U.S. News and World Report. Features of the program The civil engineering department includes thirty-five full-time teachers, offering a wide
course through the civil and environmental engineering arc. Students conduct high-impact research on topics critical to society. Classes required include: Water Resources Engineering Architectural Engineering Chemistry Economics Computer Science and Engineering Electrical Engineering Mechanics Environmental Engineering
Notables Penn State operates campuses throughout Pennsylvania, as well as online. Students are supported by counselling, consulting, diversity, social media, security and emergency services. In addition, each student has access to specifically targeted career services. As a result, Penn State alumni are proud, with a network of more
than half a million alumni, most make themselves easily accessible to students for advice, networking, and mentoring opportunities. Opportunity.
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